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CHJI.P TER - VI 

Memory nnc1 Imagination 

I do not speal~ of fools, I speak of the wisest 

men; ru1cl it is nmon& tJ1em that the imaeinntion 

ha.s the great gift of persuution. Heason pre

tests in vain; it ccmnot set a true value on 

thines. 

Pascal 

Pru1s 1 eee 

When tlle rninr1 has received impressions, they cnn 

reappenr in two wn.ys • .First, they cnn reappear wi tJ1 n degree 

of vividness which is intermediate between the vividness of 

ru1 impression ~md tlle faintness of nn idea. i'Jld the facu.lty 

b:r-· which we repent otu• impressions in this way is the memory. 

Secondl:r-·, they C[Ul rea.ppear as mere ideas, as faint copies 

or images of imprE!Ssions • .And the faculty by which we repeat 

our impressions in this second way is the imagination. 

Just as Hume described the difference between impre

ssions ru1d icl ens in tenns of degrees of vividness, so now he 

describes the difference between ideas of' rn.ooor:r-· ru1d ideas 

of the imagination in a similal" mrumer. He says : "the ideas 

of the memor:r-· are much more li VE!lJ .. and strong than those of 

the irnagina.tion. 11 (Treatise, p. 9) Htu~e calls it "a sensible 

difference" between the two sorts of ideas. 
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----- Impressions 

MeJ!l.ory 

Imagination 

The memory· does not reproduce an impression in the manner 

of a "perfect idea", i.e., a copy that has lost. the viva

city of meJ!l.ories. Imagining, for Etlr'le, consists in repro

ducing imprE!SSions by a sequence of "perfect" ideas. 

Memories influence ns m.ore than irnnginings clo, hence the 

difference is not sir1ply apparent. Memories pla;,- a. greater 

part in the determination of our thoughts and actions. On 

Hume1 s definition, we cru1 have false memories as well as 

true ones. On his definition, the memory is not necessarily 

an iclea of something that really happened. It is just a. 

matter of fact that memories very often are ideas o.f some

thing that really happened. It might well have bE:-en other-

wise. 

What is common between the ideas o.f memory and those 

of imagination is that mental imagery is essential!;;- invol-

ved in both. Price finds Hume• s theory of memory most tulsntis

factory. He says that the idea is present to the mind now, 

the impressions from which it is Sllpposed to have been rlerived 

as past anc1 gone. If we cru1 no longer inspect the past impre

ssions, how are we to tell whether the present was or was 

not d eri V€.<1 from them ? I'Vhat can even lea.d us to suspect 

that it was derived from anything at all. Price in his Hume1 s 

Theory of the External World snggests that Htune ought to have 

mac1e memory a third species of acqttaintcJ1C e, alongside of 
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sensation and introspection. Price holds that 1 memory' 

covers several different states of mind and only some is 

acquaintance with the past. 

Hume gives another acconnt of the difference between 

the ideas of the :memory and ideas of the irw.gination. 

Mer-10ry preserves not only simple ideas but also their order 

onc1 position. Memory is "without ru1~· power of variationn 

ru1cl n restrain' d to the snme Ol"{ler am1 form wi til the original 

impressions 11 • It preserves "the original form in which its 

objects were presented n. The imagination, however, is not 

tiE.d down in this way. It can coP..1bine simple ideas arbitra-

rily or break down complex ideas into simple ideas and then 

rearrange them. In his Enquiry Hume writes, "Nothing is 

more free tlwn the imagination of mru1; ru1c1 though it crumot 

exceed that original stock of ideas f'Ul .. nished by the internal 

and external senses, it has lUlliMi ted poVJer of mixing, com

potu1c1ing, separating, ru1c1 dividing these ideas, in all the 

varieties of .fiction and vision" {Section v, Part II) We find 

here involved the principle that the parts of n complex 

e.xperience may be irm.ginE.d as existint; separately and tlle 

imagination is limited. This limitation is intrinsic, onc1 not 

ace idental. Imagination is coe~"tensi ve with possible experience. 

Besides clisctlssing abotlt the ideas of the memory and 

imagination in Section III, Part I of the Treatise, Ht.W.e 

resumes the discu.ssion in section V also. He remarks that 

"the memory is l.r •. nown, neither by the order of its complex 

ideas, nor the nature of its simple ones; it follows, that 

the cli.f.ference betwixt it ru1c1 the imagination lies in its 
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superior foree ru1d vivacity11 • (Ibid, p. 85) It is signifi

cru1t that Hume emphasizes the 11 sensible11 difference as 

matters of immediate experieJlce. For Kemp Smith points out 

that on the basis of the preservation of the original order 

ru1cl position of the ideas we cannot answer how we rooognise 

memories us memories. The sensible difference is not ttiken 

by Hume as constituting the difference, but only as the 

sensible 11 sign" by which memories ru1c1 imagination may, with 

fair accuracy, be distinguished from one another. Hume points 

to the case of doubting concerning the ideas of manory, as 

they become "very wealt and feeble". In the cases of memories 

"weak and feeble" we may be "at a. loss to determine whether 

an;r image Pl"OCe€dS froM the f'~mcy or the Memory11
• Thus it is 

possible for an iclen of the memory, losint; its 11 force ru1d 

vivacity" to so degenerate a.s to be taken for ru1 idea of the 

imagination. And true also would be the fact that an idea of 

the imagination acquiring "force and vi vaci ty11 might come to 

pass for ru1 idea. of the memory. 

This leads HLU!le to argue that a. memory is one ltincl 

belief. In fact, Hume•s account of belief follows his account 

of memory. An idea of the memory is ru1 idea. of belief. It is 

the clla.ra.cteristic of cUl idea of belief that it has a marked 

influence on our decisions ru1c1 actiofl!?, and this is whc~t really 

distingttishes it from an idea of the ima.t;ina.tion. Again to 

conceive of so1!1ething and to conceive of it as existing are 

one ru1c1 the srune operation. In his Treatise Hurne rema.rlts, 

"The idea. of existence ••• is the very same with the ic1ea of 

whn.t we cone ei ve to be existent". (Section VI, pa.rt 11). For 
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example, the difference between a real horse ru1d an imagi

nary horse is not at all the same sort of thing as the 

difference between a race-horse and a cart-horse. A rae e 

horse is not a spE-.cial kind of horse. 

Hume, hence, identifies "force anc1 vivnci ty" wi tll 

"belief or nssenttt the belief or assent, which always attends 

the memory ru.1d senses, is notJling but the vivacity of those 

perceptions the3· present." (Ibid, p. 86). To believe is "to 

feel an immec1iate impression of the senses, or a repetition 

of that impression in the memory. "thus, not being ties down 

by any act of assent or belief, the imagination may be freely 

usE.-<1 as one might decide. Imagining is impossible without 

being aware of it. This awareness of the exercise of liberty 

differentiates "imagining" from remembering". The difference 

is one of the feeling of belief or assent11 , i.e., the diffe

rence is a. difference in attitude of mind. 

We have already seen that Hume speaks of the operation 

of imagination in tenns of separating the simple ideas and 

uniting them 11 in what fonn it pleases". The operation of 

imagination does not b€Cof!le wholly unpredictable because it 

is 11 gttic1ec1 bjr some universal principles, which rencler it, in 

some measure, unifom with iteslf in all tenns a.nd places". 

(Treatise, p. 10). Imagination is a more free faculty, ru1d 

Ilene e the 11 Wli ting principle among ideas" in the operation of 

imagination cannot be 11 ru1 inseparable connection". Imagina

tion is describEd by Hume as the 11principle11 of separation 

ru1c1 trru1sposi tion of idea, but it is also to be considered as 

Wliforely guided in "the Wlion ru1cl cohesion" of its images. 

Church explains that the tUlion ru1d cohesion of distinct images 
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crumot be regardEd as a11 inseparable one, for all "inseparable 

com1ection11 is a 11 real11 connection. And a "real" com1ection 

is one whose contradictory is inconceivable. Hence the dis

tinct elements of a complex image will be tulited only by the 

force of assQciation; a fore e of attraction which Hume in. 

effect compares to the attraction of gravitation. Association 

of ideas is 11 a gentle force, which commonly prevails". 

Price remarks that 'imagination' is the key-woro of 

Htwe' s whole theory of knowledge. Hmne shows that our custo

mnry transition from cause to effect ru1c1 vice versa is nothing 

but an expression of the principle of imagination. Compared 

with memory, imnginntion is the faculty of pl'OC1ucing less 

lively nnc1 less forceful ideas. And opposed to reason, it 

becomes the source and grotuld of the principle of custom, 

habit and belief. Hence, the epistemologicnl implication of 

the principle of imagination is of utmost importru1ce in Hume' s 

theoretical philosophy. Custom, habit and belief are s~"llthetic 

principles, ~Uld since they depend upon imagination, imagin~ 

tion becomes one of the constructively creative principles of 

htunall natt1re. J\gain, as distinguishecl from phru1tasy, imagina-
l 

tion is the principle of postulation, rulticipating all outline 

of future. Postulation of imagination contains the presttppo

si tions related to matters of fact and existence. Sense

perceptions are trru1sitory a.nd the logical picture of the 

world is a.tomic ru1d evMescent. Bnt the world in which we live 

is permanent ru1d regular. Tlms supplementation is necessary 

in Ol"C1er that the WOl"ld o.f perceptions is tmc1erstooc1. The 

supplenentntioi1 of the cha.racters of perma.r.lenc·y, regularity 
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etc. are the work o:f im.a.gination. The ttsnpplementati ve 

:function" o:f imagination ma.kes the world of experience 

possible. 

Imagination works in a non-(liscnrsive mrumer, i.e., 

instinctively and snbconseiously. It feels the pulse of 

objects existing regularly a.nd independently. To :form an 

idea o:f "what has happened, will also happen' is the work 

of imagination. It goads us to believe not only tlla.t the 

objects of perception will remain regLtlar but will also 

continue to exist even without their being perceived. Ima

gina.tion is a mental clisposi tion to mru-~:e everything continue 

uni:formaly. Causal questions cannot be asked about workings 

o:f imagina.tion, for it is presupposed in the employment of 

the causal relation itself'. Price compares Hume1 s view of 

'irn.a.ginntion' with Kant's Trrulscenclenta.l Imagination. By 

' experience• Kru1t mecms our consciousness of' the phenomena.! 

world, which inclttc1es both ma.terinl objects and empirical 

selves. Kru1t' s Transcend ental I.l!la.gina.tion ha.s both synthetic 

and snpplementati ve activities, nncl thereby mnkes the expe

rience possible. Wi tllout the Trru1scendental Imagination we 

would be a.wa.re only of a stream of sense impressions, not 

even o:f the fact tha.t the streill!l ll a stream. and has a tem

poral oroer. 

Price points out that Htwe did not distinguish as Kru1t 

did, between Transcend ental Imagination rmcl Er!lpirical Imagi

na.tion. The latter's workings can only be discovered induc

tively, nnc1 its ftmction is manifested in the associative 

processes studies by Empirical Ps:.,.-chology. flnpirical imagina

tion is something within the fuprt:rical self • .An exrunple of 
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associative process would be the case that a ma.111 s nrune 

reminds of: his fa.ce. We can asl~ causal questions with regard 

to this sort of imn.gination. For instance, what ca.llses me to 

thinlr X' s face when I hear his nrune ? Our frequent experi

cing X' s face ~mel X' s na.rte together-would be the ru1swer. But 

with regard to the Tr~msc endentn.l Imar;inntion Kant rer'l.nrks 

t.llat it is uru1 art concen.led in the depths of the hmum soul, 

whose real modes of a.ctivity nature is lla.JX1l~l likely ever to 

allow us to discover." (Critique of Pure Reason, B J.B1). The 

difference between Kant and Hume lies also in the emphasis 

they put on the supplementati ve ru1c1 synthetic functions of 

imagination. Httrne is more emphatic on the Sllpplementati ve 

.functions of the imagination, while Kru1t is on the s;ynthetic 

one. Kru1t holds that the syntllE;Sis of apprehension is "the 

trru1sc end ental ground of the possibili t;y· of all modes of 

lrnowlE:dge wlmtsoever11 • (Ibid, A 101). According to him exp eri

ence necessarily presupposes the "reproducibility of appea

ranc es" and 11 the reproductive synthesis is one of the tr~ms

cendental acts of the mind". It is a lrinr1 of unitary consc i

ousness. S;y11thesis of. imnr;ination aims n.t unity in the c1 eter

mination of sensibility. The reason why Hume coulr1 not dis

tinguish the t-wo rG.dically different sorts of imagination is 

due to his confusion between psychological nnd epistemological 

questions. When he, in the Treatise speaks of ]2rinciples of 

imagination, which are npermonent, irrsistible, and univer

sal" and those which are "changeable, weak ru1c1 irl"egular11 he 

comes to closer to Kant. Example of the former principles is 

the transition from cause to eff'ECt and vice versa., and of' 
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the latter, "fictions of substance and accident", derived 

from "usual conjunction" with the present impression. The 

"solid, permanent and consistent principles of imagination" 

are 11 tlle foundation of all our thottghts and actions, so 

that upon their removal human nature must imrlec1iately 

perish ru1d go to ruin." (Ibid, p. 225). 

Hume1 s view that imagination is vi tal to knowlec1ge 

had its greatest development in Kru1t. We give below the gist 

of Kru1t1 s doctrine. Kant thought that tl1e imagination has 

two tasks to perfo:r'11.1 in giving rise to knowlec1ge, though it 

is not alwa.,t-s easy to separate them. First it completes the 

necessarily fragmentary date of the senses: it is impossible 

to pe:ro eive the whole of ru1 object at once, yet we are seldom 

aware of the partial nature of our perception. For exal!lple, 

we cru·mot see more than three sides of a cube at one time, 

but we think of it as having all six sides. This completion 

of perception is the work of the "reproductive" imagination. 

It is called reproductive because it depends on prior experi

enceence for its operation. Kru1t contrastEd this with the 

"productive" imagination, which has an even more important 

role to play. The two 11QP.les mark different fLtnctions of the 

imagination, rather than imply that it is two .fold. The proc1u

cti ve imagination gives rise to the transcend 911tal Sji'lltllesis 

of imagination, which combines our e:h.1Jerienc e into a single 

connected whole. Kant called this operation 11 transcendentnl" 

because it is prior to experience, not subseqltent to it; with

out such a synthesis no cohnrent experience of a world would 

be possible. So centrnl is the work of the imnginntion to the 

first critique that it is sometimes ha.JX1 to separate from the 
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understanc1ing. Kru1t even said in one passage: "the nni ty of 

appere eption in relntion to the sjrntllesis of the imagina

tion is the tuld erstnnd ing; and this srune Wli ty, with ref e

renc e to the trru1sc enc1entnl synthesis of the imagination, 

the pure Wlderstanding. (op.cit, A 119). 

Irnaginn.tion, for Hume is the fn.culty which is at wo!k 

whenever belief is in possession of the mind. Belief is 

distinguished from 1 feigning', which sets the imagination in 

contrast to sense-perception, to judgement and to manory. It 

is in thus operative only when principles "permanent, irres

istible ru1cl Wliversal" are in control. Both in belief ru1cl in 

.fE:igning, it is contrasted with reason, the .faculty through 

which alone the mind is capable, through knowledge both of 

.feigning and belief. Belief is more than merely the enliven

ing o.f ideas. It is qnite a distinctive attitllcle of mind. It 

carries the mind be:y·onc1 its immediately exp erienc ~1, peri

shing states - in sense-perception to independently existing 

bodies, and in l!l.Emory to the actual events of past experience. 

HllJne says, "when I oppose it (the imagination) to reason, I 

meru1 the sa.rn.e fa.cnlty excluding onl:y· our danonstrative, and 

probaBle reasonings". (Treatise, p. 118, footnote). ThLts the 

genrilus of imagination lies in its mal\:ing possible the c1iffe

rent epistmological principles of custom, habit ru1d belief. 

This role of imagination may represent~1 secheP.latically as 

below : 

l 
l 

Experience 

IMAG DTATION AS THE SOURCE 

l l 
l I 

CLtstom H&bi t 

~ 
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Belief 

I i 
I ~ 

Memory Understanding 
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Imagination cru1 extend itself, snpplementati vely 

beyond the regularity which we actually observe. This exten

sion is inherent in the nnture of habit, it "c~n"ries on its 

course like n gnlly ·without any· new impulse". It is "apt to 

continue even when its object fails it." (Ibid, p. 198). 

Thus by virtue of imagination there is in hLU1wn nature an 

ultimate tendency to make and persist in our inductive 

generalisations even in the absence of favourable evidence. 

This consideration leads price to liken Hwn.e' s 1 ima.gina.tion' 

to Kant's Idea of Reason by which we seek "to approximate 

the unity that is empiracall,)r possible witholl.t ever comple

tely reaching it". (Op. cit., B 596). It contains a certain 

completeness to which no possible oopirical knowlEj:lge ever 

attains. 

So1ne points in com1ection with Hmne' s theory of memory 

may be mentioned. We may speak of remembering ~ to c1 o some-

thing and remembering that something !.§l§. the case. ReMember

ing !!£! does may or may not involve any act of thinking, for 

exaMple, riding a bic;y•cle or reciting a poem. But l"a!lembering 

in the second case is a cognitive act of the mind which occurs 

now ru1d which has for its object an event or series of events 

belonging to the E?~· Ayer calls the former 11habi t memor;y-11 

and the latter tlle 11mEJnory of events", or "factnal memory". 

Hwn.e does not hnve much to say about habit Jnemory. He is
0 

primaril,y- concerned with the memory of events or factual 

memory. Hume' s problem is how can we m~.ke the trnnsi tion from 

the present data of images to the impressions of the past ? 

What is the logic of such a traasi tion ? Hum.e1 s theory is a 
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dualist one. He gives us the classical formulation of the 

Image theor~- of memory. Dispensibility of images is fashion

able amongst modern writers on epistemolog;:,; who seek to 

rE.<lttce memor~- of events to habit memor~-. This is in conso

nmlce with the view of anal:;sing the statements about the 

past on a par with the stateJ~ents about the futnre: 11 the 

understanding of wha.t it is for an event to be past develops 

pari passtt with the ltnderstanc1ing of the use of the past 

tensen. (.A;y·er, the problems of knowlEdge, p. 153). Dispen

sing with the images, it is sought to establish the fact tha.t 

rE11.1embering an event is just a special instance of the sort 

of habit memory nnd the restriction of the memory of events 

to tl1e field of one's past experiences is not logically nece

ssary. 

Ryle, in his The _Concept of Mind Criticizes Hume in a 

different vein • .According to R;y·le, Hume 1 s mistake lies in 

supposing 11 tlmt 1 seeing' is a species of seeing or that 

1 perception' is the name of a gemts of which there are two 

species namely impressions and ghosts or echoes of impre

ssions. There are no such ghosts ••• 11 (Ibid, p. 236). Ryle 

objects to Hnme's admitting the existence of both sensations 

and images. The ac1mission rests on the "bc.c1 Mistru>;:esn of 

describing impressions as vi '{Jicl and using 1 vivid' to meru1. not 

11 life-like11 but "intense". Sensations cnn be compn:rE!C1 by 

their intensity or Ctc uteness, but the;y· can not be so compared 

with images. There is no clear bom1dary between impressions 

and ideas, a.m1 simple inspE.-ction cru111ot c1E.-cide whether a 

perception is ru1 impression or an idea. R;y·le a.clmits the cru

cial difference to rE1!lain and seel~s to 11correct 11 it dispenBing 
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with Hllr.a.e1 s rela.tion of causation between impressions ru1d 

ideas. "The onl;y· thing that is true in this account is that 

what I see in m;y· minc1 1 s eye and what I hear 1 in my head 1 is 

tied in certain ways to what I have pl~eviously seen and 

heard. But the nature of this tie is not at all what Htune 

supposed. 11 (Ibid, p. 257). The same cm1 be, to an extent, 

be adv~mced to the casE: memory as well. HtU!le does not explain 

define 'vivacity' • .And his meaning of 'vivacity' certainly 

does not serve as a sufficient marl..: of memory, ru1c1 its claim 

to serve even as a necessary murk is doubtful. .lm image of 

the prescribed degree of vivacity does not have ru1y sign of 

pastness about it. Vivncit;y· as such is no indication that 

the image stands for some previous experience. EvEn if it be 

trtle that all remembering consists in having lively images, 

that cruu1ot be all that it consists in. For the lively images 

to be 1!1El!lor:r·-images they would have to possess some other 

feature thru1 their liveliness. .And it would bE: tl1is feature 

having special reference to the past which would murk them 

out as images of memory. 

J-\ga.in, it is not even true that all mEl!lories are lively 

or that all images of memory are more livel~r thru1 any images 

of imagination. It is a co.l!lJ'lOll experience of thinking we 

rEP1ember sol!lething which in .fact never occtu•r€.(1 - we are in 

.fact imagining it. Simila.rl;y·, we often experience of .not 

being sure whether that we are thinl;;;:ing o.f actually happened 

or not, i.e., whether what we are doing now is remer1b0ring or 

imnginine. Both of these experiences may be inflnenc ed by our 

desire, likes or dislikes., Htme was aware of these cases when 
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ideas of memory sinJ:;: in vivacity below those of imaginations, 

bnt he d icl notice the consequence th.at vivacity is not only 

not the sufficient mark of memory, but is not even necessary. 

He seems to have been Misled froM believing that for Most of 

us ir1en.s of Memory n.re more vivid thml most idens of iMn.ginn.

tions into believing that the difference between the two is 

one of vivacity. The first belief is true, but the second is 

certainly false. Russell who follows Hume, to a great extent, 

felt dissatisfiE.<l with HtU'Je1 s accollllt. He finds this taJ.k of 

vivacity inaclequn.te. In his The 1\.nal,>:-sis of Mind, he argues 

that wlln.t rwkes the image ru1 idea of memor;{ is its being 

accompanied by a feeling of fruniliarity. A memory image is 

distinguishEd from others by a feeling that 11this has happened 

before some-1.vl~ere". (Ibid, lectnre IX). The fruniliarity theor;r

too is not free from objections. In both the cases of Htune 

n.ncl Russell the problem concerns abont the notion of pastness. 

The notion of the past is said to be nn oopirical cone ept, and 

we come across instances of pastness whenever we are aware of 

a dtn"ation of tiMe, which, for HtU!te, in the rnru1ner in which 

some real objects e..""\:ist. To say that something is past is to 

say th.n.t it occLlrrecl before somethill£ else. Thus pastness 

seems necessary to our having at all the sort of experience 

that we do have. It is po.rt of the pattern of experience as 

opposed to nny of the elEments or contents n.rrnnged in that 

po.ttern. 

Hnrne seems to have supposed that there were mental 

images of past mental states - less vivid c·opies of them. 

Burne's use of the word 1 idea' is somet.iri:J.es shot throngh with 
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a confusion betv~een two senses of the word - the mental 

image of something, ::mel the exercise of a cone ept of it in 

j udgJ.!lent. Now this ex ere ise is in no c1 epenclent on the 

presence of a less livel;y· replies of the thing judged about. 

Our use of such words as 1 grief1 or 'fear' clo not o.ronse in 

our minds faint reproductions of w1welcome e..;:peri.ences of 

the past. Any definition of I!lE'JlJory is also a means of iden:l;i

fying cases 'I!lernory - I!lark'. It rmst I!lake it possible to 

decide between a psyclwlogicnl nnd private criterion and a 

factual, and public one. Without n.n intrinsic memory-indicator 

we cannot choose between treating remE!!lbering ns we trent 

knowing or treating it as believing. In one case the crite

rion is factual and public, in another, a particular state of 

mind. Here, as elsewhere, we find HW!le LU1clecic1ec1 between a 

psychological description and a logical analysis. It is one 

thing to sny that memory images seeJ!l conjoined with past men

tal states, and it is quite another thing to sa;y· that the;y· are 

com1ectec1. Hume would llnve 1Dtec1 to say the fonner, but speaks 

as i.f he were saying the latter. 


